
Operation   FRIDAY   CURIOSITY  
 
Background:  From  2013  to  2019  the  human  sacrifice         
death  cult  known  mundanely  as  ‘Islamic  State’/’Daesh’        
(hereafter  referred  to  as  ‘IS’)  operated  as  a  proto-nation          
state  in  Syrian  and  Iraqi  territory.  IS  attempted  to  mix  its            
alarmingly  brutal  ritualistic  practices  with  the  maintenance        
and  creation  of  a  functional  civic  infrastructure,  and         
achieved  some  success  before  the  cult  was  eventually         
forced  out  of  its  physical  territory.  Preliminary  checks  by          
untainted  Abrahamic  theurgists  have  not  uncovered       
conclusive  proof  of  actual  contractual  diabolism,  but  ritual         
purification   of   important   IS   sites   is   ongoing.  
 
Unfortunately,  it  is  not  enough  to  simply  exorcise  former          
slave  camps  and  reconsecrate  captured  cult  fanes  to         
Allah;  IS’s  former  bureaucratic  structure  itself  is  now  a          
source  of  concern.  Organized  and  regimented  evil-aligned        
death  cults  are  nothing  new,  of  course.  But  one  that  so            
enthusiastically  embraced  paperwork  is  alarmingly  novel.       
It  has  been  argued,  convincingly,  that  IS  itself  considered          
things  like  its  building  permits  and  vital  records  to  be           
significant  workings  of  the  cult.  This  suggests  that  IS’s          
paperwork  and  documents  have  the  potential  to  become         
ritual  items  themselves,  and  it  hardly  needs  to  be  said  that            



it  is  foolish  to  allow  random,  possibly  diabolically-tainted,         
and  certainly  evil  relics  to  end  up  on  the  occult  black            
market.  
 
Hence,  Operation  FRIDAY  CURIOSITY.  Your  brief  will  be         
to  check  existing  captured  IS  documents  for  evil  ritual          
taint;  if  any  tainted  items  are  found,  exorcise  or  destroy  the            
physical  focus  of  the  proto-relic.  Once  that  preliminary         
task  is  accomplished,  develop  and  test  a  working  system          
for  checking  unsecured  documents  in  the  field.  Needless         
to  say,  should  your  team  encounter  occult  scavengers  or          
procurers,  relieve  them  of  potentially  dangerous  IS        
proto-relics.  Deadly  force  is  authorized,  if  deemed        
necessary,  but  please  remember  that  out-and-out  murder        
in  the  presence  of  potentially  diabolically-tainted  items  is         
contraindicated,  in  a  way  that  legitimate  self-defense        
against   an   Evil-wielding   foe   is   not.    Plan   accordingly.  
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